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Building and Carving
“Sovereign of the Seas”

Photos by Janos Nemeth, commentary Tom Wolf
Over the years we have observed and admired the work of Janos
Nemeth, particularly the clean lines and intricate carvings that adorn
his models.
Janos first brought along his “Sovereign of the Seas” to the meeting
in October 2017 when it was still in a relatively embryonic state and
has since brought it along to many shows and meetings.
He has recently (June 2022) informed us that he has in fact now finished (whatever the meaning of that word is, because knowing
Janos, he may well go back to the model to work further on it).
Sovereign of the Seas was a 17th-century warship of
the English Navy.
Initially she was to be a 90-gun first-rate ship of the
line of the English Royal Navy, but at launch was
armed with 102 bronze guns at the insistence King
Charles l.
The most extravagantly decorated warship in the Royal Navy, she was adorned from stern to bow with gilded carvings against and costing £65,586, the gilding
alone being about 10% of the costs. The construction
was funded by Ship Money, a most unpopular tax that
may have (in part) contributed to the excesses by the
King that eventually doomed him to be executed.
During the Commonwealth years when all ships
named after royalty were renamed, she was renamed
HMS Sovereign, and then HMS Royal Sovereign at
the Restoration of Charles II, but the number of guns on board were changed from time to time.
The elaborately gilded stern ordered by Charles I meant enemy ships knew it as the "Golden
Devil”. She was launched on 13 October 1637, and served from 1638 until 1697, when a fire
burnt the ship to the waterline at Chatham.
Sovereign of the Seas was not so much built because of tactical considerations, but as a deliberate attempt to bolster the reputation of the English crown. Her name was, in itself, a political
statement as Charles tried to revive the perceived ancient right of the English kings to be recognised as the 'lords of the seas.' English ships demanded that other ships strike their flags in salute, even in foreign ports.
Janos Nemeth found the mostly scratch building of his “Sovereign” to be extremely challenging
with the vast number of individual carvings that it required, and he has been so successful in
completing the project that it has been decided that instead of words, mostly the photographic
evidence supplied by Janos will be used in this Special Issue.

These photos were “borrowed” from Janos’ Facebook Page in August 2017 showing the then
progress on the model.
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The next series of photos were submitted by Janos in December 207
showing the progress of the build,
particularly the various decorative
sculptures on the transom and
around the deck
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Our next encounter with the model in progress was in August 2018. Janos brought along his
model that has progressed, by Janos starting on the deck furnishings and casting the guns.

The project originally started out
based on a kit,
apart from the
keel and frames
the model will be
98% scratch built
as Janos does not
use any of the kit
fittings or wood,
but carves all of
the fittings individually.
Of the carvings
50% are complete
including the stunning figurehead. Janos uses European boxwood, walnut, pear and Tanganyika. When asked, Janos was not quite sure how many hours he has been working on the
model at that time, he estimated approximately 1200 hours so far.
As at March 2019 when we
again saw the model, Janos
estimated that he had spent
around 3,000 hours in this
construction and he had
completed approximately 500
carvings which he estimates
is two thirds complete
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In March 2020 when a meeting was held at
Janos’ home, we again had a chance to see the
huge model which had become so large and
cumbersome that it was difficult to move. Indeed Janos feels that he will not be able to display the model in public due to its size and the
logistic difficulties in moving it about.

No words can adequately describe the incredible impact on seeing this model with its hundreds
of individually carved decorations. Janos has gone so far as to turn each of the guns on a
lathe, then stamping the pattern of the cypher onto a brass plate and attaching the plate to the
top of each gun barrel.. One cannot but admire and be inspired by Janos’ skill but his total
commitment and dedication.

Then the isolation periods of COVID-19 were upon us and that is when Janos set about finishing the project. The following photos were submitted by Janos of the build, they are being
shown in the same order as submitted by Janos, without further commentary, because
frankly it needs none.
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SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS
aka HMS SOVEREIGN
aka HMS ROYAL SOVEREIGN

Well done, Janos!
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